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Kursaal Auditorium and Music Centre

Moneo wanted to maintain the 
geographic features of the site in the 
project and not follow the grid of the 
city.  The Kursaal Auditorium and 
Music Centre is on a site in San 
Sebastian effected by hills, mountains, 
beaches, and capes.  Moneo designed 
the auditorium and chamber hall as two 
rocks on the shore of the Urmea River 
and the Bay of Biscay.  The chamber 
hall “rock” faces Mount Ulia and the 
auditorium “rock” addresses Mount 
Urgull.  The two rocks “emerge from a 
platform which holds all the other 
elements of the program.”



Exterior

The exterior walls are curtain walls 
made from curved laminated glass 
with an aluminum structure.  This 
wall structure provides for changes 
in the appearance of the volumes. 
At night they become light boxes. 



Interior

The double voussoir walls have flat 
glass on the interior. Coupled with 
the curved glass on the exterior, the 
walls become supreme sound 
insulators.  



Preliminary Plans and Sections



Plans

Ground Plan Subfloor 1

Subfloor 2- parking



Qualities: Loudness & Direct Sound

Direct sound and early reflections
§ Good sight lines, limited 

distance to source = adopts a 
mix between semi-circle 
design and shoebox for 
maximum proximity to 
source.

§ Raised source and listeners for 
improved sight and sound 
lines (no balcony, only 624 
seats).



Qualities: Loudness & Direct Sound

Strong sound reflections and 
massive materials.

§ Materials used: 
Woodwork used as floor, 
wall, and ceiling pieces.



Qualities: Clarity

Surface near source, overhead, 
and massive materials.

§ The chamber hall has a 1292 
ft2 stage with an “acoustic 
roof which can be dismantled” 
to provide early reflections 
from the source.



Qualities: Reverberance

Hard surfaces, diffuse sound with 
articulation and chambers 
coupled to room.

§ Wood panels of interior gives 
articulation.

§ Articulation of wood panels 
are coupled with lighting.



Qualities: Reverberation Time



Qualities: Envelopment

Lateral reflections and hard 
surfaces

§ Wall materials of hard wood 
panels reflect all ranges of 
frequencies.

§ Closeness of side walls to 
move sound around to 
listeners.



Qualities: Spaciousness

Strong lateral reverberance
§ Close, parallel walls to move 

the sound.
§ Articulation to diffuse the 

sound.
§ Large room volume for 

directional components to the 
reverberation.



Qualities: Intimacy

Proximity of source
§ Because it is a smaller 

chamber hall, listeners are 
close to the source and room 
surfaces.

§ The orchestra is in the same 
room as the listeners.

Direct Sound- 55ms

Reflected Sound- 80ms
Time Delay Gap- 25ms



Qualities: Warmth & Brilliance

Rich and full sound
§ Massive materials of wood 

paneling for low frequencies.
§ Scale articulation for high 

frequencies.



Qualities: Ensemble

The blending of sounds
§ Ceiling and side wall 

reflections are provided by 
close proximity of surfaces to 
listeners.

§ Surfaces near the musicians 
provide early reflections and 
early loudness levels. 



Qualities: Localization of Sound

Distinguish location of the 
sounds

§ Raised source and listeners 
provide clear sight and sound 
lines. 

§ Listeners are in close 
proximity to the source for 
optimal direct sound. 

150 feet
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